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Abstract—In this paper, the source localization problem in wire-
less sensor networks is investigated where the location of the source
is estimated based on the quantized measurements received from
sensors in the field. An energy efficient iterative source localization
scheme is proposed where the algorithm begins with a coarse loca-
tion estimate obtained from measurement data from a set of anchor
sensors. Based on the available data at each iteration, the posterior
probability density function (pdf) of the source location is approx-
imated using an importance sampling based Monte Carlo method
and this information is utilized to activate a number of non-anchor
sensors. Two sensor selection metrics namely the mutual informa-
tion and the posterior Cramér–Rao lower bound (PCRLB) are em-
ployed and their performance compared. Further, the approximate
posterior pdf of the source location is used to compress the quan-
tized data of each activated sensor using distributed data compres-
sion techniques. Simulation results show that with significantly less
computation, the PCRLB based iterative sensor selection method
achieves similar mean squared error (MSE) performance as com-
pared to the state-of-the-art mutual information based sensor se-
lection method. By selecting only the most informative sensors and
compressing their data prior to transmission to the fusion center,
the iterative source localization method reduces the communica-
tion requirements significantly and thereby results in energy sav-
ings.

Index Terms—Distributed source coding, Monte Carlo methods,
posterior Cramér–Rao lower bound, source localization, wireless
sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) are composed of a
large number of densely deployed sensor nodes that co-

operatively monitor the physical or environmental conditions of
an event of interest such as temperature or velocity of an object.
WSNs have a wide range of application areas such as battle-
field surveillance, environment or health monitoring, and dis-
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aster relief operations. In these applications, WSNs are used for
a variety of tasks such as detection, recognition, localization and
tracking of objects or events of interest. In this paper, we study
the source localization problem where the aim is to estimate the
coordinates of an energy emitting source (e.g., acoustic source).

In a region of interest (ROI), an accurate estimate of the
source location can be obtained by using the energy readings of
the sensors [1], [2]. In [1] and [2], maximum likelihood (ML)
based approaches have been proposed by using analog and
multi-bit ( -bit) sensor measurements respectively at the
fusion center. In this work, we assume that each sensor mea-
surement is quantized into -bits and delivered to the fusion
center over an error-free channel. Simultaneous transmission
of all sensors’ -bit data to the fusion center introduces some
challenges. First of all, the sensors that are far from the source
location are not likely to carry much useful information but they
still consume energy to transmit information. Secondly, each
sensor requires an independent channel for simultaneous data
transmission to the fusion center. This assumption imposes a
limitation on the number of sensors that the system can support
in practice. Therefore, rather than transmitting multi-bit data
from all the sensors, we first employ measurements from a rel-
atively few anchor sensors to obtain a coarse location estimate.
In the literature, anchor sensors are utilized to find the sensor
node locations [3], [4]. In this work, we assume that sensor
placements are known a priori at the fusion center and try to
estimate the source location. Our iterative algorithm starts when
the anchor sensors send their multi-bit data to the fusion center.
The non-anchor sensors do not transmit their measurements
in the initial phase. A few non-anchor sensors are activated at
each step of our iterative procedure. Now the problem is to
select the set of non-anchor sensors at each iterative step which
improve the accuracy of the source location estimate the most.
These activated sensors send their multi-bit measurement data
to the fusion center to refine the location estimate. Distributed
compression of measurement data prior to transmission is also
employed at the non-anchor sensors to further reduce the energy
consumption. Thus, we achieve significant energy savings in
source localization at the cost of tolerating some delay.

The sensor selection problem in sensor networks has been
widely studied in the literature. For sensor management, in-
formation based measures have been recently proposed as
objective functions to choose the sensing action that maximizes
the expected gain in information [5]–[12]. In [5], a sensor se-
lection approach has been proposed which chooses the sensors
having maximum mutual information with source location
based on analog sensor measurements. In [6], authors focus on
using the expected change in Shannon entropy when tracking a
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single target. In [7], [8], authors have compared several sensor
selection approaches involving entropy and relative entropy.
Kreucher et al. [9], [10] have proposed sensor management
schemes that maximize the Rényi divergence between the
current target state probability density and the density after a
new measurement arrives. In [11], [12], sensors are selected to
maximize the mutual information between the sensor measure-
ments and the target state.

The posterior Cramér–Rao lower bound (PCRLB) is a very
important tool because it provides a theoretical performance
limit for a Bayesian estimator. In [13], Tichavsky et al. de-
rived an elegant recursive approach to calculate the sequential
PCRLB for a general multi-dimensional discrete-time nonlinear
filtering problem. In [14], based on the PCRLB, a sensor de-
ployment approach is developed to achieve better tracking ac-
curacy while at the same time it uses the limited sensor resources
more efficiently. Such approaches are extended in [15] to incor-
porate sensor deployment and motion uncertainties. For single
target tracking, a subset of sensors are selected in a bearing-only
sensor network to minimize the PCRLB on the estimation error,
where the selected sensors transmit analog data [16] or quan-
tized data [17] to the fusion center. Further, the PCRLB based
criterion has been employed to manage sensor arrays for multi-
target tracking problems [18], [19]. Another related work is re-
ported in [20], where a PCRLB based adaptive radar waveform
design method for target tracking has been presented.

Mutual information and PCRLB are actually related to each
other. The work presented in [21] shows that asymptotically the
lower bound of the mutual information is a function of the Fisher
information. However, the complexity to compute mutual infor-
mation is much higher than that of computing the PCRLB, es-
pecially when the number of sensors to be selected, , is large.
If the sensors provide quantized data, we show in this paper that
the computational complexity of the mutual information is ex-
ponential in , whereas the complexity of the PCRLB is linear
in . This fact makes the sensor management based on infor-
mation theoretic measures impractical when is large.

In this paper, we first extend the mutual information based
sensor selection scheme presented in [12] for quantized sensor
measurements. Then, we define another metric for sensor se-
lection based on the PCRLB. Note that in [22] the recursive
approach presented in [13] is utilized to calculate the PCRLB.
In this work, we re-formulate the PCRLB-based sensor selec-
tion metric for static source location estimation. We approxi-
mate the posterior pdf of the source location using an impor-
tance sampling based Monte Carlo method [23] and by using
this approximate posterior pdf, a number of non-anchor sen-
sors are selected in an iterative manner. For sensor selection at
each iteration, we compare the PCRLB based sensor selection
metric with the state-of-the-art mutual information based sensor
selection metric in terms of estimation accuracy and computa-
tional complexity. Simulation results show that, within a few
iterations, the mean squared error of the estimation approaches
the PCRLB of a Bayesian estimate based on all the sensor data.
Since the fusion center is not likely to request multi-bit data
from the non-informative sensors, which are typically far away
from the source location, the proposed iterative algorithm is ex-
pected to provide large energy savings.

When sensors are densely deployed in a region of interest
(ROI), the sensor measurements are likely to be spatially corre-
lated and this correlation can be utilized to compress the quan-
tized measurements of each sensor prior to transmission to fur-
ther reduce energy consumption [24], [25]. Given the multi-bit
data received during previous iterations and the posterior pdf
of the source location, the fusion center calculates the condi-
tional entropy of the sensors to be activated during an iteration
and it requests a compressed version of sensor’s multi-bit data.
Simulation results show that for the first few iterations, the un-
certainty about the source location is high which implies a high
conditional entropy for the sensor to be activated. In such cir-
cumstances, data compression does not have much effect and
each sensor measurement is sent to the fusion center using al-
most -bits. Including new data at each iteration reduces the
uncertainty about the source location and the conditional en-
tropy of each activated sensor gets smaller at each iteration.
After the most informative sensors about the source location
have been selected, the conditional entropy for each activated
sensor becomes very small and only a small number of bits are
requested by the fusion center. Hence, data compression yields
further energy savings.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the system model. In Section III, we present the
iterative source location estimation algorithm, where we ex-
plain the approximation of the posterior pdf of source location
using a Monte Carlo method and describe the mutual informa-
tion and PCRLB based sensor selection methods. In Section IV,
we discuss data compression using the distributed source coding
approach. In Section V, we compare the two sensor selection
schemes in terms of computation time and give numerical ex-
amples to show their estimation performance. Also in Section V,
we study the tradeoff between estimation performance and com-
munication cost. Finally, Section VI is devoted to our conclu-
sions and discussion of results.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a WSN consisting of sensors
. We assume that a signal (e.g., an acoustic signal)

is radiated from a location that follows an isotropic power
attenuation model. In this paper, we assume that the source is
based on flat ground and all the sensors and source have the
same height so that a 2-D model is sufficient to formulate the
problem. As an example, an acoustic event on the ground can
be analyzed using a 2-D scenario as shown in Fig. 1. In this
paper, we assume that sensors are deployed in a grid layout
and the WSN uses a parallel architecture where the quantized
measurements of each sensor are directly delivered to the
fusion center. The assumption of grid layout is not necessary.
Source localization based on sensor readings can be performed
for an arbitrary network layout if sensor placements are known
in advance. The location of each sensor is represented by

. Then, the distance between and the source location
is . The received source

energy at is expressed as [2]

(1)
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Fig. 1. Wireless Sensor Network Model. Black Points: Sensor Locations; Blue
Squares: Anchor Sensors used for initial iteration; Green Circles: Activated
Sensors after 10 iterations for the example considered in Section V; Red Star:
Source. � � � sensor is activated per iteration.

where is the signal power measured at a reference distance
(In this paper, we set m.), is the received signal

amplitude at sensor and is the signal decay exponent. At
each sensor, the received signal amplitude is corrupted by an
additive Gaussian noise:

(2)

where is the noisy signal measurement at sensor . Here,
we assume that the noise is independent and identically
distributed across sensors with Gaussian distribution
with .

Let be the -bit quantized measurement of which
takes a discrete value from 0 to where is
the number of quantization levels. We assume the same set of
quantization thresholds at all the sensors
where and . Then is obtained from as

... (3)

Let be the source location to be estimated. Under
the Gaussian noise assumption, the probability that takes a
specific value is

(4)

where is the complementary distribution function of the
standard Gaussian distribution, and

(5)

Let represent the collected data
from all sensors. Given the source location , the quantized

sensor measurements are conditionally independent. Therefore,
the likelihood function at the fusion center has the form [2]

(6)

where is the Kronecker delta function and is defined as

(7)

In this paper, we treat as a random parameter which has a
certain prior pdf. Therefore, we shall consider PCRLB as the
estimation benchmark. Let be the joint probability den-
sity of the pair of . Then, the PCRLB of the estimation
error has the form [26], [13]

(8)

where is the 2 2 Fisher information matrix (FIM)

(9)

In (9), is the second derivative operator, where
is the gradient operator with respect to .

Using the equality , an alternative
expression for the Fisher information matrix can be written as

(10)

In (10), represents the a priori infor-
mation, and is the standard FIM av-
eraged over the prior pdf of the source location as

(11)

Note that given the source location is the standard FIM
and according to [2] can be found as follows:

(12)

where

and

In this paper, we assume that the prior probability density
function (pdf) of the source location, , is where

is the center of the ROI and is the co-

variance matrix which is very coarse so that its 99% confidence
region covers the whole ROI. Note that our proposed approach
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Fig. 2. The flow chart of the algorithm. The dashed blocks represents the
state-of-the-art Mutual information based sensor selection method. The entire
set of solid blocks represent the PCRLB based algorithm.

does not require the prior pdf to be Gaussian and will work with
other prior pdfs also.

III. ITERATIVE SOURCE LOCATION ESTIMATION METHOD

Fig. 1 depicts an example WSN where each black point rep-
resents a sensor and the proposed iterative source localization
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2. At step 1, the algorithm starts
with the collection of -bit quantized data from each of the
anchor sensors (represented with blue squares in Fig. 1). For
notational simplicity, let de-
note the collected sensor data until and including the th iter-
ation where and is the number of non-anchor
sensors activated at each iteration (activated sensors are repre-
sented with green circles in Fig. 1 for the example considered in
Section V). Note that, at iteration 0, only the anchor sensor data
are received at the fusion center. Let denote the pos-
terior pdf of the source location based on the currently available
sensor data at the th iteration. At step 2 of the algorithm
shown in Fig. 2, the fusion center finds the source location es-
timate using the posterior pdf . The algorithm starts
the next iteration at step 3 of the algorithm. Note that
the posterior pdf of the source location is based on the previously
received data until the end of iteration and
serves as the prior pdf of source location for the th iteration,
which is denoted as

(13)

At step 4 of the algorithm, the fusion center activates non-
anchor sensors. In this work, we present two sensor selection
strategies. The first one selects the sensors that maximize the
mutual information (MI) between the source location and sen-
sors to be selected. The second one chooses the sensors that min-
imize the PCRLB. These two approaches will be compared in
terms of computation complexity and mean squared error per-
formance later in the paper. Finally, at step 5, using the already

available sensor data as side information, the -bit data of
each activated sensor are locally compressed using standard dis-
tributed source coding techniques. We will show later through
simulations that as the amount of information about the source
location increases and the most informative (based on either the
MI criterion or PCRLB criterion) sensors about the source lo-
cation are selected, the estimation error on the source location
decreases quickly.

A. Source Location Estimation Based on Monte Carlo Methods

At each iteration of the algorithm, the fusion center gathers
the -bit data (or its compressed version) from additional
non-anchor sensors. Let be the posterior pdf of the
source location given the available data for iteration
(at step 1 in Fig. 2). In this paper, we approximate
using an importance sampling based Monte Carlo method [23],
[27] as

(14)

where the posterior distribution of source location is rep-
resented by particles and their weights. The particles

are drawn from the
distribution with equal weights . Let
be the updated weight of particle at the th iteration which
is obtained according to [23]

(15)

The updated weight of each particle is then equal to the original
weight multiplied by the likelihood function of the sensor data
received up to the current iteration. Since the sensor decisions
are conditionally independent,

, and the likelihood function
can be computed from (4) and (6). The particle weights are fur-
ther normalized as

(16)

Then at the end of the th iteration, the Monte Carlo approach
yields the source location estimate as,

(17)

For the next iteration, the particles are generated from the
prior and weights are updated according to (15), using

. Namely, we employ an importance-sampling based
Monte Carlo method independently at each iteration using the
entire received data to approximate the posterior distribution
and update the source location. Having represented the poste-
rior pdf of the source location, we can now describe the sensor
selection methods.

B. Sensor Selection Methods

Let be the col-
lection of all distinct -element subsets of
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remaining non-anchor sensors at iteration . is
the combination operation. Let be the set of non-an-
chor sensors activated at the th iteration according to the sensor
selection strategy . Then, where

is the th activated non-anchor sensor ac-
cording to at iteration and
are the quantized measurements of . Now, the objective is
to find the optimal sensor selection strategy which activates
the set . Corresponding to the
th iteration, minimizes a certain cost function as

(18)
In this work, we first select as the negative of the mu-
tual information between source location and the sensors to be
selected and then we select as the trace of the PCRLB
matrix.

1) Mutual Information Based Sensor Selection: An entropy
based sensor selection method using particle filters was pre-
sented in [12] where sensor data are assumed to be analog.
In this section, we extend the approach presented in [12] to
deal with quantized sensor data. Let be the prior pdf of
the source location as defined in (13). Besides the prior pdf
of the source location, we also need to know the locations of
non-anchor sensors and the sensing models of candidate sen-
sors . Now, for iteration , the objective is to find
the optimal sensor activation scheme which activates sen-
sors out of remaining non-anchor sensors
whose data minimize the conditional entropy of the posterior
source location distribution

(19)

Let be the mutual infor-
mation between the source location and the measurements of
the activated sensors according to the activation scheme . The
sensor selection problem now turns into

(20)

can also be expanded as,

(21)

To compute (21) using Monte Carlo approximation, we start
with writing the entropy of

(22)

can be decomposed as

(23)

where is the prior pdf of the source location and
are the likelihood func-

tions. Using (13) and (14) in (23) results in

(24)

Then using (24), defined in (22) is rewritten as
follows:

(25)

Now let us compute the second term of (21). First we have,

(26)

where have been defined in (25). Since
, we have

(27)

Then using the Monte Carlo approximation of the prior source
location pdf, becomes

(28)
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Finally using (25) and (28), the mutual information function
expressed in (21) is calculated as

(29)

(30)

The quantity is employed as for sensor
selection in (18).

2) PCRLB Based Sensor Selection: After initialization via
the use of anchor sensors, during each iteration the fusion
center requests data from non-anchor sensors that minimize
the PCRLB. At iteration , given available data , the
PCRLB of non-anchor sensors is expressed as

(31)

where is the FIM of the random
variable contained in given available data . Then

is expressed as

(32)

where we take expectation over all possible source locations
and all quantized sensor measurements .

Using Bayesian decomposition, the joint probability density
function of source location and new quan-
tized measurements is written as

(33)

where the identity has been
used. Using the properties and

, (32) reduces to,

(34)

Note that the result of the double summation,
,

has been derived in [2] and provided by (12). For the first term
of (34), we use (13) and (14) to approximate . The
second term requires the second derivative of .
Since has a non-parametric representation by a set
of random samples with associated weights, it is very difficult
to express the exact form of its second order derivatives. Instead
we compute the second term in (34) numerically. Let us define,

(35)

We can calculate the (1,1) element of first.

Let be the area of the region of interest (ROI). We partition
the ROI into equal size cells where the area of each cell is

and is the distance between the centers of each
neighboring cell.

Let be the probability of a particular
cell specified by the cell indexes and , then

where

Denote as the total number of particles inside the cell
specified by and where each particle has the weight .
Then,

(36)

Then can be approximated as follows:

(37)

Using the above procedure and can
be computed similarly. Note that the calculation of is inde-
pendent of the number of sensors to be selected .

Using the approximations presented in (14) and (37), (34) is
rewritten as follows:

(38)
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Fig. 3. Conditional Entropy of non-anchor sensors in the field given the
multi-bit decisions of the anchor sensors at the beginning of the first iteration.
(a)� � � bit, (b)� � � bit.

The result of the two inner summations in the first term of (38)
is basically the negative of the FIM defined in (12) which is then
averaged over the prior distribution of the source location repre-
sented by the particles. For the activation strategy , we calcu-
late its corresponding FIM as defined in (38). The fusion
center then decides on the optimal sensor activation strategy
that minimizes the trace of which is the PCRLB corre-
sponding to the summation of the MSEs of the estimates of
and .

Note that the mutual information function defined in (29) re-
quires summations. In comparison, the
FIM function defined in (38) requires summations. In
other words, since (29) requires an -fold summation, the com-
plexity of the mutual information increases exponentially with

while the computational complexity of PCRLB increases lin-
early with .

IV. SENSOR DATA COMPRESSION

In this section, distributed source coding techniques are dis-
cussed which use the prior pdf of the source location to further
compress the data transmitted by the activated sensors. Let

be a non-anchor sensor which is activated
according to the sensor selection strategy at iteration . Using
the Monte Carlo approximation of the prior pdf of the source
location, probability of receiving a certain data from is

and expressed as

(39)

Let [28] be the conditional entropy of a non-anchor
sensor which is defined as,

(40)
The fusion center requests the -bit data of each non-anchor
sensor to be activated in bits, where has to satisfy

(41)

As an example, in Fig. 3, we present the conditional entropies
of non-anchor sensors for the first iteration given
the decisions of anchor sensors as depicted in Fig. 1 and
the source is located at [75 m. 75 m.]. Simulation results show
that the sensors close to the actual source location have high
entropies. When , as the sensor distance from the source
location increases, quantized observations of the sensors tend
to zero and no matter what the side information is, conditional
entropy of such a sensor decreases and goes to zero. Note that for
the bit case, the asymptotic entropy of each non-anchor
sensor far away from the source is around 1 due to the noise
fluctuations. This means that only a small subset of the sensors
contain information of the source location.

In this paper, we select

(42)

where is the round towards next integer operator or the
ceiling function. Using an approximate prior pdf for the source
location makes the conditional entropy of each sensor defined
in (40) also approximate. According to the structure of our it-
erative method, any decoding error at a particular iteration may
cause error propagation at the subsequent iterations. Therefore,
in order to ensure lossless data compression, we include an
extra guard bit to the approximated entropy of each sensor to
be activated.

Let be the -bit compressed sensor data which is ob-
tained from its actual -bit sensor observation according
to [24] as

(43)

where we assume that is delivered to the fusion center
without any error.

The fusion center generates the decision vector which in-
cludes all the possible multi-bit decisions s that yield as a
remainder after the modulo operation:

(44)

Using the past information as side information, the
multi-bit decision of each sensor is recovered with a simple
maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) rule

(45)
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TABLE I
MEAN CPU TIMES OF MI AND PCRLB

where is calculated according to (39). As
an example, suppose that and . Let the quan-
tized data of an activated sensor be . If the quantized
data of the activated sensor is requested in bits, then

. Fusion center receives , finds out
that and computes the following probabilities,

and according to (39).
The fusion center then picks either 4 or 12, depending on which
has the largest probability.

After recovering the decision of each activated sensor,
, at iteration , the fusion center updates the new

posterior pdf using the procedure described in
Section III-A.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we first compare the computational cost of the
two sensor selection schemes presented, then we give some il-
lustrative examples to show their source location estimation per-
formances. Tradeoff between estimation performance and com-
munication cost is also studied.

A. Computational Cost

In this subsection, we compare the computation times of the
two sensor selection metrics. The mutual information based
sensor selection method uses (29) to calculate the mutual
information between the source location and the sensor mea-
surements. The PCRLB based sensor selection method uses
(38) and calculates the trace of the PCRLB matrix. We use
MATLAB’s cputime function to evaluate the computation
times of functions (29) and (38). Table I shows the average
computation times of the two methods. The results are averaged
over 100 different executions of each function. The CPU times
are obtained on a computer with 2.1 GHz processor.

For , (29) is much simpler than (38), so (29) is com-
puted faster than (38). On the other hand, for , the com-
putational complexity of MI increases exponentially with as

while the computation time of PCRLB increases linearly
with A as . Note that for the th iteration of the algo-
rithm, the selection of optimal sensors has a search set of size

which is the same for the two sensor selection
schemes. In a dense network, activating a large number of sen-
sors may result in a large search space and it may take a long
time to find the optimal sensor selection strategy.

B. Algorithm Performance

In our examples, we consider the source energy and signal
decay exponent as and respectively.

sensors are deployed in a 100 100 m field and

the sensors are deployed in a grid where the location of each
sensor is assumed to be known. The selection of is deter-
mined by the event detection performance which is not studied
in this paper. A small value of may result in a situation where
none of the anchor sensors receive the signal from the source.
On the other hand, a relatively large value for may yield an
accurate source location estimate so further improvement of the
location estimate may no longer be necessary. In this paper, the
iterative algorithm is initialized with anchor
sensors deployed in a grid layout, covering the ROI. We assume
that each sensor in the field uses the same decision thresholds.
The optimal quantization rules for -bit sensor data are given
in [2]. On the other hand, such rules mostly affect the perfor-
mance when the number of decision intervals is small
(e.g., for the cases when or ). Since we are inter-
ested in a large number of quantization levels , the op-
timal design of decision thresholds becomes less crucial. There-
fore, we select points as the quantization thresholds which
evenly partition the interval . The sensor measurements
less than 0 and more than are mapped to 0 and re-
spectively. In order to compute (37), we select and

m.
Before the first iteration, the prior pdf of the source loca-

tion is assumed to be a Gaussian with where

and where

m. and . We select particles
and the particles are also drawn from where

. The mean square error (MSE) matrix of the es-
timation is calculated as follows:

(46)

We tested our algorithm over different source locations
drawn from the prior distribution .
1) Estimation Performance: In Fig. 4, we present the MSE

of estimation using MI and PCRLB based sensor selection
methods without employing data compression at each activated
sensor. The experimental MSE obtained above is also compared
with the PCRLB found when all the sensors send
their -bit quantized data to the fusion center as defined in
(10). In our simulations, we activate sensor at a time
after the initialization via anchor sensors.

For performance comparison, we also consider selecting
sensors which are the nearest to the source location estimate
obtained from the previous iteration. Simulation results show
that, when , the MI and PCRLB based sensor selec-
tion schemes are the best sensor selection schemes and outper-
form the nearest sensor selection scheme in terms of MSE. For

, measurements of each activated sensor become more
informative and the nearest, MI and PCRLB based sensor se-
lection schemes achieve similar performance. Instead of using

sensors, in 5 iterations 21 sensors are enough to
achieve a performance close to that when all the sen-
sors send their data to the fusion center. In Fig. 5, we present
the trace of the MSE matrix of estimation using MI and PCRLB
based sensor selection methods. The experimental MSE is also
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Fig. 4. MSE at each iteration. Sensor selection is based on MI, PCRLB and
nearest sensor to the estimated source location. (a) � � �, (b) � � � bits
quantization. � � �.

compared with the trace of the PCRLB matrix found when all
sensors send their -bit quantized data to the

fusion center. In both cases of and , the PCRLB-
based sensor selection method yields similar MSE performance
as that of MI-based sensor selection method.

2) Data Compression Performance: In Table II, we compare
the MSE of the location estimate at the end of the 9th itera-
tion obtained based on compressed data to that based on data
without compression. Source localization with compressed data
achieves almost the same performance as that without data com-
pression, which implies that the compressed sensor measure-
ments are decoded almost perfectly at each iteration. For perfor-
mance evaluation, we define two metrics: For iteration , com-
pression gain is the ratio between average reduction
in the number of transmitted bits and the fixed number of bits

(47)

Fig. 5. MSE performance of MI and PCRLB based sensor selection schemes.
� � ���� � � ��� � � �� � � � and � � � sensor activations/iteration.

TABLE II
MSE AT THE END OF THE 9TH ITERATION. (� � �, PCRLB BASED SENSOR

SELECTION IS APPLIED)

where is the average number of bits transmitted to the
fusion center at the th iteration.

The overall compression gain is then defined as the
average reduction in the total number of transmitted bits and the
fixed number of bits until the end of the ninth iteration:

(48)

Results presented in Table III show that, for , over 9
iterations, about 40% of the bits are saved by compression. At
the beginning of the algorithm there is a relatively large uncer-
tainty about the source location, so the measurements of the sen-
sors selected at the beginning of the algorithm are transmitted
to the fusion center in almost -bits. This is why CG is small
during the first few iterations. For the particular case illustrated
in Fig. 4, after the 3rd iteration, the MSE of the location estimate
decreases rapidly which is the time when most of the informa-
tive sensors about the source location are selected. Then there is
no need to send full -bit information to the fusion center. As
the fusion center learns more about the source location and the
most informative sensors have been selected, the uncertainty re-
garding source location gets smaller, and the conditional entropy
defined in (40) becomes very small. After the most informative
sensors have been selected, the CG increases to around 50% for

and .

C. The Tradeoff Between Estimation Performance and
Communication Cost

In order to make the proposed iterative algorithm useful in
practice, we introduce a stopping criterion to terminate the it-
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TABLE III
AVERAGE NUMBER OF BITS USED TO REPRESENT THE SENSOR DATA �� � ��

Fig. 6. Stopping metric versus the number of sensors to be selected. The black
line with triangle markers indicates the accuracy threshold �� � �� � � ��.

erations. Since the sensor placements are known and the prior
distribution of source location is available, the fusion center
can compute the PCRLB of the source location estimate. Let

be the trace of the MSE matrix when data from all
the sensors are assumed to be received and let

be the MSE after data from sensors are received.
Then is defined as the stopping metric at iteration , and
the iterative algorithm terminates after the following criterion is
met:

(49)

where is the desired accuracy.
1) Offline Evaluation of Stopping Metric: The stopping

metric (49) can be computed offline using the initial prior
pdf . It can be used by the fusion center to
coarsely determine how many and which non-anchor sen-
sors should be selected to meet the stopping criterion in
advance. Since PCRLB is a lower bound on the MSE and
the MSE gets very close to its PCRLB for large sensor
data, can be approximated1 by its PCRLB as

. At each iteration, similarly
we assume that .
Given the prior distribution of the source location ,
appropriate selection of the number and locations of sensors

1This assumption becomes more accurate with increasing � .

in the network, and the number and locations of the anchor
sensors yields significant communication savings as compared
to one-shot location estimation. As shown in Fig. 6,
intersects the threshold at about 9. Therefore, 9 sensors should
be selected to meet the stopping criterion at the first iteration.

2) Online Evaluation of Stopping Metric: We next evaluate
the number of iterations and the communication cost by evalu-
ating the stopping metric (49) online. We select non-anchor
sensors at each iteration based on the PCRLB-based sensor se-
lection metric. for the selected sensors at iteration is
computed online using the iteratively refined posterior pdf. To
compute the MSE of all sensor data, we use the approximation

. is ap-
proximated using the iteratively refined posterior pdf as

where

and

Fig. 7(a) shows the average number of iterations which is re-
quired for the stopping criterion (49) to be satisfied versus .
For and , the algorithm terminates in about five
iterations which is consistent with Fig. 4(b). According to offline
computation of , 9 sensors need to be selected in order
for the MSE to get very close to the PCRLB of sensor data.
Therefore, the offline computation of yields a loose esti-
mate of the required number of iterations. The results presented
in Fig. 7(b) show the average total number of bits used by the
non-anchor sensors until the end of the iterations by activating
the sensors based on iteratively updated posterior pdf of the
source location and using distributed source coding. As in-
creases, the algorithm terminates much faster, at the cost of in-
creased total number of bits transmitted to the fusion center. As
an example, for and , the algorithm terminates
in about 5 iterations and on the average 20 bits are transmitted
to the fusion center. For and , the algorithm
converges in about 3–4 iterations and on the average 25 bits are
transmitted to the fusion center. For , the fusion center
has much more information about the source location at each
iteration as compared to the case, so the algorithm ter-
minates faster as compared to the case. Note that when

is large the fusion center has to select a large number of sen-
sors using coarse information at the first iteration. Together with
the use of distributed source coding, yields the minimum
number of bits transmitted to the fusion center until the end of
the iterations.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an iterative source localization
method, where a coarse source location estimate is first obtained
through the use of anchor sensors. Then, the posterior proba-
bility density function of the source location is approximated
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Fig. 7. (a) Average number of iterations until the termination of the algorithm.
(b) Average total number of bits transmitted to the fusion center until the termi-
nation of the algorithm. (� � �, 100 different trials.)

using a Monte Carlo method. We developed and compared two
different sensor selection schemes for static source localization.
The first scheme iteratively activates those non-anchor sensors
that maximize the mutual information between source location
and the quantized sensor measurements. In the second sensor se-
lection scheme, at each iteration a number of non-anchor sensors
are activated whose quantized data minimize the PCRLB. Sim-
ulation results show that, for large , the MSE of the proposed
iterative schemes gets close to the PCRLB for the case when
all the sensor data are used, within a few iterations by selecting
only the most informative sensors while significantly reducing
the communication requirements. Simulation results show that
the MI and PCRLB based sensor selection schemes achieve sim-
ilar estimation performance and outperform the scheme that se-
lects the sensors which are nearest to the estimated source loca-
tion when is small. PCRLB based sensor selection is better
in terms of computational complexity. It has been shown that
the computational complexity of MI based sensor selection in-
creases exponentially with the number of activated sensors per
iteration; while the computational complexity of PCRLB based
sensor selection increases linearly with the number of activated
sensors per iteration. The posterior pdf of the source location
approximated based on the Monte Carlo method is further em-
ployed to compress the data of each activated sensor using dis-
tributed source coding techniques. As the uncertainty about the
source location decreases, the conditional entropy of each acti-
vated sensor becomes small and their -bit data can be com-
pressed significantly.

In this work, we assumed that multi-bit sensor measurements
are perfectly received at the fusion center. Future work will in-
clude channel fading and noise between sensors and the fusion
center as well as defining the communication costs in terms of
more specific path loss models. A theoretical framework can be
developed to study the tradeoff between estimation performance
in source localization and energy costs.
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